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Question: 26
Which three aspects of an A/B test should a Practitioner use Adobe Campaign to configure? (Choose three.)
A . confidence level
B . indicators
C . response delay
D . sample size

Answer: B,C,D

Question: 27
What type of workflow should be used to update the recipient schema from a weekly text file of mailing
address changes?
A . A technical workflow
B . A data workflow
C . A campaign workflow
D . A targeting workflow

Answer: A

Question: 28
Campaigns with many deliveries are using multiple channels.
How should the Business Practitioner group these deliveries for reporting?
A . delete all deliveries that do not need to be in the report
B . give all deliveries the same Delivery Code
C . base all deliveries on the same template
D . give all deliveries the same name

Answer: B

Question: 29
A campaign business practitioner is monitoring a delivery during its analysis. The campaign business
practitioner notes that the audit has indicated two items with a warning .
What happen with the delivery because of the warning?
A . The delivery generates an error and does NOT deploy

B . The delivery generates an error and at the end of the analysis but deploys the email
C . The delivery deploys the email
D . The delivery generates an error but does NOT deploy

Answer: C

Question: 30
A campaign is created with a workflow. The workflow has a continuous delivery. A campaign is created based on this
template.
What would be the relationship between the internal names of the campaign template, campaign, workflow and
deliveries?
A . The workflow and deliveries have different names. The campaign and the campaign template have the same name.
B . The names of the campaign and the campaign template are different. The workflows and deliveries have the same
name.
C . The names of the deliveries are different. The workflows, campaign and the campaign template have the same
name.
D . All of the names will be unique.

Answer: D
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